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Problem Statement: Cryotherapy is widely used for the treatment of acute soft 
tissue lesion, however, its results are directly associated with the technique used. 

Approach: To establish differences between the application of cryotherapy 
techniques on the ankle joint. 

Purpose: This is a randomized clinical trial. Twenty young and physically active 
participants (10 men and 10 women) participated in the study. The analysis of superficial 
skin temperature (SST) of the anterior, lateral, and posterior regions of the ankle, agility 
performance, and dynamic balance after the application of cold water immersion (CWI), 
cryotherapy+Game Ready® compression (CGRC), or ice pack (IP) was performed. 
Rewarming and agility and balance performance were analyzed up to 30 minutes after 
interventions. 

Results: The CWI demonstrated lower SST (p<0.01) for all regions of the ankle; 
followed by the CGRC and IP. The CWI and CGRC provided better cooling up to 30 minutes 
(p<0.01) in the anterior region of the ankle. The CWI and CGRC groups showed greater 
cooling of the posterior region of the ankle up to 10 minutes (p=0.02). The CWI group 
performed worst in agility. No changes were observed in dynamic balance.

Conclusions: The CWI and CGRC groups performed better in decreasing SST in 
all regions of the ankle. The CWI group demonstrated reduced agility performance. 
Dynamic balance was not altered. These results may contribute to the choice of the best 
cryotherapy technique, to be used in clinical practice as recovery after exercise or for 
treatment of acute injuries.

Introduction
Cryotherapy is widely used for the treatment of acute soft 

tissue [1] to reduced pain, slow edema formation, decreased 
tissue temperature and cell permeability, induced superficial 
vasoconstriction, and prevention of secondary hypoxic injury [2,3]. 
However, its results are directly associated with the technique used,  

 
application time, decrease in skin temperature, and depth of cold 
penetration [4]. Among the cryotherapy techniques the ice pack 
is a low-cost device which is easily accessible, causing a reduction 
in tissue temperature and physiological changes to at least one 
centimeter [5,6], the cold water immersion (CWI) allows a greater 
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body area to be exposed to cold [7], maintaining tissue cooling for 
longer and providing increased analgesia [8] and cryotherapy with 
intermittent compression can deliver similar results [9,10]. The 
literature shows that cryotherapy with intermittent compression 
is widely used for recovery of ligament injuries [11], total knee 
arthroplasty [12] and reduction in post-operative pain [10]. 

This form of application is effective in reducing pain [10,13,14], 
improving tissue oxygenation and microcirculation, and providing 
faster recovery from ligament disorders [15]. In addition, Murgier 
at. al. Murgier, et al. [11] reported that pneumatic compression and 
cryotherapy may reduce pain and postoperative blood loss, and lead 
to higher functional scores [12]. On the other hand, cryotherapy 
and intermittent compression equipment are more expensive and 
less accessible for health professionals. Several studies have aimed 
to evaluate the differences between the application of cryotherapy 
techniques, with divergent methods and contradictory results 
[10,16,17]. In addition, Hawkins and Hawkins [18] reported that 
sports physical therapists applied cryotherapy with great variability 
for acute or sub-acute ankle sprain and that efforts need to be made 
to substantiate the evidence of cryotherapy application [19]. 

Thus, little is known about the differences between the 
applications of an ice pack, cold water immersion, and cryotherapy 
associated with intermittent compression for the purpose of 
reducing skin surface temperature (related to treatment efficacy) 
and changing agility and balance. Therefore, new research should 
include controlled and reproducible different techniques. To 
contribute to discussions on the effects and indications of different 
techniques of cryotherapy on the ankle joint, the present study 
aimed to establish differences between applications of cryotherapy 
techniques on the ankle superficial skin temperature (SST) in 
different regions of this joint; the effects on agility and dynamic 
balance were also evaluated. We hypothesized that the three 
cryotherapy techniques studied would have the same effects on 
decreasing skin temperature, agility and balance. In addition, we 
hypothesized that the anterior, posterior, and lateral regions of 
the ankle would present different values of cooling. Thus, the 
results may support clinical decision making and aid choices made 
according to preference among the techniques. 

Methods
This was a randomized clinical study, approved by the 

Research Ethics Committee of the institution (case N. 2.117.378) 
and registered at www.clinicaltrials.gov (ID NCT03659474). All 
procedures were performed at the physiotherapy outpatient clinic 
of the University. Twenty young and physically active subjects 
(ten men and ten women), without injuries or complaints in the 

ankle participated in the study. The women’s evaluations were 
carried out outside the menstrual period, since when they are 
menstruating, worsening in agility and dynamic balance can occur 
[20]. The sample size was calculated based on the results of the 
manuscript “The Magnitude of Tissue Cooling during Cryotherapy 
with Varied Types of Compression” [21], considering the SST over 
the mid-portion of the right gastrocnemius belly in twenty minutes 
after application of ice only and the elastic wrap. The values used 
were the means of each group (15.51 and 11.01) with a standard 
deviation of 4.39 (p <0.05). The program used was the Power and 
Sample Size, with a 95% confidence interval, 5% alpha level, and 
test power of 90%. Thus, 20 participants were recruited. 

All participants underwent cryotherapy for the ankle with 
three different applications: cold water immersion (CWI), 
cryotherapy+Game Ready® compression (CGRC), or icepack 
(IP). Entries were randomly performed by a researcher not 
involved in the study through the platform www.ramdom.org 
and recorded in three different periods, with a 48-hour interval 
between measurements (Figure 1). All participants performed 
the three interventions, and there was no sample loss. Initially, 
a pre-intervention evaluation was performed where the SSTs 
of the anterior, lateral, and posterior regions of the ankle were 
collected with a professional Flir C2® thermal camera (FLIR® 
systems, Inc. Washington, USA). The thermographic camera had 
automatic ZOOM, it was positioned perpendicularly to the ankle, 
with a distance of 30 centimeters from the anterior joint line of 
the ankle, lateral malleolus and midpoint of the calcaneus tendon. 
In sequence, the Y test and Side Hop Test (SHT) were developed, 
already used in previous studies for the analysis of dynamic balance 
(22,23) and agility (24), respectively. Participants were familiarized 
with the tests prior to conducting the data collection. 

After the baseline assessment, the participants performed a 
warm-up with a 15-minute walk on the treadmill (Movement®) at a 
constant and comfortable pace. Immediately after walking, subjects 
were referred to one of three cryotherapy techniques for testing. 
For the CWI group, the ankle joint was immersed in cold water up 
to the mid portion of the tibia, at approximately 4°C [22], controlled 
by the thermal camera. For the CGRC group, the ankle joint was 
wrapped (cold wrap) using maximum dynamic intermittent 
compression (established by the equipment) and programmed to 
maintain a temperature of 1°C, according to the manufacturer’s 
instructions. For the IP group, the ankle joint was wrapped with 
three ice packs, each containing 500g of crushed ice. All treatments 
were performed for 20 minutes. The ambient temperature was 
always between 25 and 27 degrees Celsius. During cryotherapy 
applications, the participants sat on a comfortable chair, with their 
knee and ankle at 90º (Figure 2). 
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Figure 1: Flow chart depicting methodology for the assessments and interventions using cryotherapy.

Figure 2: Cryotherapy techniques. 
A. cryotherapy using cold water immersion 
B. cryotherapy + Game Ready® compression; and 
C. cryotherapy using an ice pack.

The same position was adopted for the three interventions 
to reduce the effects of the peripheral blood flow on the cooling 
and rewarming of the skin. The SST assessment was performed 
immediately after, 10 minutes, 20 minutes, and 30 minutes after 
the cryotherapy techniques. The same procedure was carried out 
for the functional tests. The participants attended data collection 
on three distinct days and were randomized into one of the three 
interventional groups each day. Statistical analysis was performed 

using SPSS software version 2.2 (SPSS Inc. Chicago, Ill, USA). The 
level of significance was set at 5%. The Shapiro Wilk test was used 
to establish the normality of the data. The values obtained were 
compared using a two-way repeated measure ANOVA, one-way 
ANOVA, and the Bonferroni post-test. To verify the effect size (d), the 
following formula was used: d= (x1−x2)/averages of the standard 
deviations (SDs), where x1 is the average of the analyzed variable in 
the initial assessment, and x2 is the average of the analyzed variable 
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in the final assessment [23]. The average of the SDs was calculated 
through the arithmetic mean of the standard deviations related to 
the initial and final assessments: (SD1+ SD2)/2. The effect size was 
defined as ≤ 0.5 representing a small effect, between >0.5 and ≤ 0.8, 
a medium effect, and > 0.8, a large effect [23]. 

Results
Twenty physically active subjects (10 men and 10 women) with 

a mean age of 21.4±1.9 years, weight of 70.7±12.4kg, and height of 
1.7±0.07 meters participated in this study. The subjects engaged 
in physical activities (gym, soccer, running and other exercises) 
three to five times a week and were present at the three different 

data collection moments; there were no sample losses. The three 
cryotherapy application techniques significantly decreased the 
SST in the anterior, lateral, and posterior regions of the ankle 
when the time periods (baseline, immediately post, post10, 20, 
and 30 minutes) were compared. However, the IP group showed 
no significant difference for cooling of the anterior region of 
the ankle 30 minutes after application. In addition, only the CWI 
group (anterior, lateral, and posterior region of the ankle) and the 
CGRC group(posterior region of the ankle) exhibited SST sunder 
15ºC (Table 1), related to analgesic effects [24]. The comparisons 
between the three application techniques showed that the CWI 
induced lower SST values for the anterior and lateral regions of the 
ankle at up to 10 minutes after application. 

Table 1: Assessment of the SST for the anterior, lateral, and posterior regions of the ankle after the application of different cryotherapy 
techniques.

CWI CGRC IP P 
Intergroups

An
te

ri
or

 re
gi

on
 

 a
nk

le

Baseline 31.3±1.6 31.9±1.9 31.5±1.3 0.603

Immediate 13.6±1.9* 19.3±4.3*# 18.7±4.2*# 0.000#

Post 10 23.6±2.9* 26.7±2.7*# 28.5±1.9*# 0.000#

Post 20 26.9±2.9* 28.2±2.9* 30.7±1.3*# 0.001#

Post 30 29±3.1* 29.9±2.1* 31±1.7# 0.081

P intragroup 0.000* 0.000* 0.000*

La
te

ra
l r

eg
io

n 
an

kl
e

Baseline 30.4±2.2 30.5±2.4 30.5±2.1 0.990

Immediate 12.3±2* 17.4±2.9*# 21.1±3.7*# 0.000#

Post 10 20.1±2.7* 24.5±2.7*# 26.6±2.3*# 0.000#

Post 20 23.2±3* 26.3±2.9* 28.3±2.7*# 0.000#

Post 30 25.2±3.7* 27.8±2.4* 28.5±3.2*# 0.036#

P intragroup 0.000* 0.000* 0.000*

Po
st

er
io

r r
eg

io
n 

 
an

kl
e

Baseline 28.4±2.2 29±2.4 28.3±2.1 0.815

Immediate 11.7±2.3* 13.9±3.2* 15.5±4.5*# 0.000#

Post 10 19.9±3.7* 21.7±3.5* 22±3.6*# 0.027#

Post 20 22.4±3.7* 23.8±3.1* 24±3.5* 0.271

Post 30 23.9±3.6* 25.4±2.7* 25.4±3.3* 0.252

P intragroup 0.000* 0.000* 0.000*

Note: SSP: superficial skin temperature. CWI: cold water immersion. CGRC: cryotherapy + Game Ready® compression. IP: Icepack. 
*Significant difference between baseline and rewarming time using the same cryotherapy technique established by repeated measures 
ANOVA. #Results established by one-way ANOVA for comparison between groups using CWI at different moments.

Both the CWI and CGRC applied to the posterior region of the 
ankle were equally effective in reducing SST at 10 minutes after 
the intervention. However, application of CWI produced the lowest 
temperature in the evaluated regions, except in the posterior 
region immediately after the ankle was removed from immersion 
(Table 1). Analysis of the effect size for SST of the anterior ankle 
demonstrated larger effect sizes for CWI (d = 0.90) and CGRC (d 
= 0.80), and a smaller effect (d = 0.20) for IP 30-minutes after 
application. For the lateral and posterior regions of the ankle all the 

application techniques demonstrated large effects (d > 0.8) for the 
reduction in SST at up to 30-minutes post-application. Functional 
performance based on the SHT indicated that the subjects in the 
CWI group performed worse immediately after application, with 
a significantly increased time. The subjects in the CGRC group 
showed improvement 30-minutesafter application, which was not 
expected. However, no performance differences were identified in 
the IP group (Table 2). 
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In addition, subjects in the IP group, even with no performance 
differences in the SHT at different moments, obtained better 
results when compared to the CWI group. For the Y test, no 
significant differences were identified at any moments or between 
the techniques used (Table 2). For the effect size produced by the 
different cryotherapy techniques, the CGRC group presented a 
large effect (d = 0.8) between the initial assessment and after 30 

minutes, with improvement in agility performance (SHT). The CWI 
group demonstrated a large and negative effect (d = 1) between the 
baseline and immediately after assessments, with worse functional 
performance in the same test. The results obtained in the present 
study demonstrated significant differences between the techniques 
for the reduction in SST as well as changes in agility performance 
of the participants.

Table 2: Functional performance in the SHT and Y tests after applying different cryotherapy techniques.

CWI CGRC IP P

SHT

Baseline 3.6±0.1 3.9±0.8 4.0±0.8 0.28

Immediate 4.5±0.2* 4.0±0.5 3.9±0.6# 0.03

Post 10 3.6±0.1 3.6±0.6 3.6±0.5 0.89

Post 20 3.5±0.1 3.5±0.6 3.5±0.7 0.92

Post 30 3.4±0.1 3.3±0.6* 3.5±0.7 0.58

P intragroup 0.00 0.00 0.19

Y test

Baseline 91.0±6.9 89.9±5.8 90.6±5.4 0.85

Immediate 89.8±6.8 89.7±5.2 89.9±5.0 0.99

Post 10 90.2±6.3 90.8±6.3 89.9±5.4 0.89

Post 20 90.7±5.7 91.0±6.3 90.0±6.0 0.86

Post 30 91.7±6.4 92.1±6.3 90.4±6.3 0.67

P intragroup 0.99 0.73 0.92

Note: SHT: Side Hop Test. CWI: cold water immersion. CGRC: cryotherapy + Game Ready® compression. IP: Ice pack. *Significant 
difference between application times using the same cryotherapy technique established by repeated measures ANOVA. #Results 
established by one-way ANOVA for comparison between groups using CWI.

Discussion
The present study showed the cooling of the anterior, lateral and 

posterior ankle regions, and the posterior region of the ankle showed 
the lowest skin surface temperature (SST). All the cryotherapy 
techniques analyzed significantly decreased the SST; however, local 
cold water immersion (CWI) was better at decreasing SST when 
compared to cryotherapy + Game Ready® compression (CGRC) and 
ice pack (IP), up to 10 minutes after the end of the applications, 
in all regions. The importance of analyzing SST in different regions 
is justified by the different sites of injury in this joint (direct 
trauma, ligament injuries, Achilles tendon ruptures, inflammation 
of burses, etc.), which may respond unequally to the application of 
cold. The results revealed that the three techniques of cryotherapy 
applications significantly decreased the SST for up to 30-minutes 
of rewarming. The CWI group exhibited lower SST values in the 
anterior and lateral regions of the ankle (approximately 15 degrees 
immediately after application and better values at up to 10-minutes 
of rewarming), which is related to a local analgesic effect through 
inhibiting nerve conduction velocity [25]. 

However, 20-minutes after application in the anterior and 
lateral regions of the ankle, the subjects in the CWI and CGRC groups 
performed better than those in the IP group, which always exhibited 

higher SST values. These results contradict those by Kennet, 
Hardaker, Hobbs, & Selfe [26] and Hawkins, Shurtz, & Spears [9] who 
found lower temperatures after applying a ice pack compared to 
compression therapy. It is believed that greater rewarming after ice 
pack application may have occurred due to the lack of compression 
and worse contact between the skin and ice [21]. The cooling of the 
posterior region of the ankle demonstrated lower temperatures in 
all the techniques used, which may be justified by the decreased 
blood circulation of the Achilles tendon and bursa located in the 
posterior region of the ankle, since the connective tissue under the 
skin has less blood flow than the muscles, which does not favor the 
reheating of this place. It is worth noting that even after 10 minutes 
the CWI and CGRC groups presented better cooling results. 

The best results associated with CWI application can be 
explained by the greater cooling area of contact [7], the hydrostatic 
pressure that redirected the skin blood flow to the central 
circulation [27], and the local vasoconstriction that reduces the 
fluid flux into the interstitial space. The intervention with CGRC 
provided satisfactory results that may be related to cooling 
associated with compression [12]. The results achieved for the 
effects of cryotherapy on agility performance, evaluated by SHT, 
confirmed the findings of previous studies, such as those reported 
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by Macedo, et al. [22] and Furmanek, Słomka, & Juras [28] who 
showed worse functional performance immediately after CWI 
application. It has commonly been assumed that reduction in 
nerve conduction velocity may reduce the sensitivity of the afferent 
mechanoreceptors and the sensitivity of the muscle spindles with 
less afferent sensory information, causing damage to both the 
neuromuscular control and functional performance [4,25,29]. 

Moreover, Kilby, Molenaar, & Newell [30] and Oba, et al. [31] 
highlighted that the ankle joint capsule is more superficial than 
the majority of joints, and therefore, the receptors may be more 
influenced by cryotherapy application. However, after 10-minutes 
rewarming following CWI and at all intervention moments after 
CGRC and IP application, the agility performance returned to 
baseline values, which should be considered for the planning of 
physical and functional activities, training,and even for the return 
to sport after cryotherapy. These findings agree with those of 
Williams, Miller, Sebastianelli, & Vairo Williams, et al. [32] who 
reported that a 15-minute application of crushed ice on the ankle 
was not able to change the function of joint receptors. Finally, the 
Y test did not demonstrate any change after the application of the 
cryotherapy techniques, which may have occurred because this is a 
simple and easy test for young and healthy individuals, such as the 
participants of this study. Thus, we can infer that CWI was the best 
technique to reduce SST, followed by CGRC, and the IP provided the 
worst cooling. 

This finding is important for clinical practice, since CWI 
application is widely used, low cost, and produced better results for 
the variables analyzed. For the posterior region of the ankle, CWI 
and CGRC were similar in cooling, and even at high cost the CGRC is 
an appropriate choice and can be used according to the preference 
of the physiotherapist or the patient. In addition, 10 minutes after 
the application of CWI, agility is worse and greater care must be 
taken. As limitations of this study it should be pointed out that 
healthy individuals were evaluated, intramuscular temperature 
analysis would be more reliable regarding the application of these 
techniques, and a force platform would be more appropriate to 
evaluate balance. Further research should complement the results 
obtained in this study.

Conclusion
The present study concluded that there is a difference in the 

application of the three cryotherapy techniques. The applications 
of CWI and CGRC were more effective in cooling and maintaining 
lower SST of the ankle. These two modalities should be the 
preferred treatment options for the anterior, lateral, and posterior 
regions of the ankle. CWI reduced agility performance at up to 10 
minutes after cooling. Dynamic balance was not altered by any of 
the cryotherapy techniques tested. Ethics Committee of the State 

University of Londrina (UEL), Londrina, Paraná (Opinion No. 
2.117.378). Clinical Trials (NCT03659474).
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